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5 of 5 review helpful Mostly Elephant By Yankee Reader This is probably the book that did most to send Roosevelt 
and Hemingway to Africa It is interesting to me at least that of all the slaughter of all the animals around the world 
English speaking Africa wins trunks and manes down for the best hunting literature And yet after all I don t think there 
s enough to sustain a semester long course on safari books I tried The Boone and Crockett Club has brought back to 
life Frederick Courteney Selous epic African adventure in a meticulously remastered high quality paperback edition 
Follow noted adventurer Selous as he spends nine years amongst the game of the far interior of South Africa as a 
professional hunter beginning in 1871 at the young age of 20 In his preface he notes ldquo my pages are naturally 
chiefly devoted to the ferae naturae amongst which I have been c 
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